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Simple System Repair is a simple to use software that enables you to detect and quickly repair system parameters. The software is designed to help you optimize the speed and functionality of your computer, by helping you clean or repair it. The software offers several tools that can either prompt the Registry Cleaner or a command line action. Simple tweaking assistant Smart System Repair is a lightweight and easy to use
application, designed to help you improve the speed, life span and health of your system. When running on autonomous computers, such as laptops, it can also detect the level of battery that remains or indicate whether the machine is plugged in. Additionally, the software offers quick options for safely shutdown, restart or send your system to hibernation state. The same set of options include a tool that allows you to easily
change the desktop background. This Java based application does not invade system folders or files, however, it can indicate which registry contains the data that interests you and prompts the Windows Registry Cleaner. Otherwise, it can run the repair actions through command line, such as fix Windows Installer Service, the Update Service, the WMI, the Firewall, Bootmgr or the management context menu in My Computer.
The software can also repair or recover deleted files. Optimize, tweak and speed up the computer Smart System Repair is designed to work with the startup/shutdown manager in Windows and thus disable unnecessary programs that are set to autorun or auto-shutdown. Moreover, the software can prompt the disk cleanup, defragmenter or remove temporary files. You may easily fix the Task Manager in case any errors occur.
Additionally, it can reset options set with the several Internet browsers that run on your computer or erase the search suggestions. The customization center allows you to easily tweak several parameters of your system. For instance, you may turn on/of the auto-play, enable/disable the administrator account, turn on/off the pop-up blocker in Internet Explorer. Most of the options in this tab prompt the Windows Registry Editor,
but some of them are operated through command line. Simple to use Windows optimizer Smart System Repair allows you to quickly repair several aspects of your computer’s functions. You can speed up several processes, such as startup, shutdown, Internet connection, disk defragmentation or optimize the system reboot. Additionally you may cleanup the unnecessary and temporary Internet files with a few mouse clicks.
Download Smart System Repair: Advertisement You might also like Drive repair
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KEYMACRO is an application that can automate macros for use in numerous Windows applications. It can reduce the need to use manual shortcuts and enable a user to perform commonly used actions with the minimum of fuss. KeyMacro can: * Create a shortcut to launch a file, program, or menu item. * Execute a shortcut at the same time. * Split the execution time. * Stop the execution of a shortcut. * Stop the execution
of an application. * Close an application. * Run applications at startup and shutdown. * Manage more than one application simultaneously. * Start an application or a program. * Create a shortcut to a program, folder, or file. * Create shortcuts to libraries, locations, or programs. * Create shortcuts to any standard file. * Create shortcuts to any program in a group. * Create shortcut to a group. * Create shortcuts to any file type.
* Create shortcuts to any program, folder, or file. * Create shortcuts to any format. * Copy a file, folder, or program. * Create shortcuts to a program, folder, or file. * Create shortcuts to a program, folder, or file. * Create shortcuts to any standard file. * Create shortcuts to any program, folder, or file. * Create shortcuts to any format. * Change the color of the window. * Stop, start, or restart any application. * Create a
shortcut to a program, folder, or file. * Create shortcuts to any program, folder, or file. * Create shortcuts to any format. * Copy a file, folder, or program. * Create shortcuts to a program, folder, or file. * Create shortcuts to a program, folder, or file. * Create shortcuts to any standard file. * Create shortcuts to any program, folder, or file. * Create shortcuts to any format. * Edit and replace the contents of a file. * Edit and
replace the contents of a folder. * Edit and replace the contents of a file. * Edit and replace the contents of a folder. * Edit and replace the contents of a file. * Create a shortcut to a program, folder, or file. * Create shortcuts to any program, folder, or file. * Create shortcuts to any format. * Change the color of the window. * Copy a file, folder, 1d6a3396d6
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1. Speed up and fix Windows issues Simple System Repair is designed to detect and repair various problems in your computer. It fixes your PC issues such as virus infections, temporary files and browser programs, along with many other common errors. It is a Java based application that does not invade system folders or files and does not affect your system settings. It is simple to use and does not require any knowledge of
how to use computers. 2. Clean Registry, remove temporary files, and speed up startup Windows Registry, temporary files, startup and shutdown issues, and even Internet issues are all easy to fix with Smart System Repair. The software allows you to repair various issues that you might have with your computer and has a very intuitive interface that is simple to understand. The tools in this application not only fix problems
with your computer, but allow you to clean your registry and temporary files as well. The application can be set to clean up the registry automatically, or prompt the registry cleaner when you launch the software. 3. Clean up system temp files If your computer has been acting strangely for any reason, you can use Smart System Repair to clean up temp files and other unnecessary files. The application is Java based and does not
invade your system folders or files. It uses a very intuitive and user friendly interface. Home Audio Player is a FREE audio player for your Windows computer. It can play many types of audio files (e.g. MPEG, MP3, MIDI, CDDA, APE, WAV and OGG). Home Audio Player features include: - Simple UI - Integrated file browser - Ability to play files directly from your PC's hard disk - Ability to play embedded files (with a
single click) - Free music downloads - Professional sound quality - Music files can be managed by tag system - Intelligent file management Home Audio Player runs on Windows 95, 98, ME, 2000, NT, XP, Vista, Windows 7. Find your program or file easily and quickly with easy to use search engines. V-Search is a unique Windows application that allows you to search your computer directly from your Windows desktop. It
is very easy to use and works even when your computer is turned off or hibernated. V-Search is also a convenient way to find your backup files. It indexes all folders in your backup and lets you search it in a few seconds. V-Search can search your entire hard drive or just a single folder. P2P
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows XP or later (Windows Vista is not supported) Processor: 800 MHz processor or higher RAM: 256 MB Graphics: 1 GB video memory or higher Network: Broadband Internet connection Recommended system Requirements: Processor: 2 GHz processor or higher RAM: 512 MB Control Gamepads Using the Gamepad API:
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